
SOMETHING IS ABOUT TO BE BORN FROM YOU 
 
Strains of pregnancy and the starvation of incubation have some purpose. It could be that what is going on 
around you now is meant to flex necessary muscles. Lessons from the mother-hen. 
 
I had raised two breeds of chicken while I was a teenager: many distinguish them as “local breed” and “foreign 
breed” (in the sense that it is not common in the locality); some persons distinguish them as ‘organic’ or 
‘inorganic’ breeds.” Also, in my locality, some call the inorganic breed “Agric fowls.” We usually use “Agric” to 
describe a form of farming whereby chemical fertilizers are applied; Agric-raised fowls have hormone enablers 
than the local breed. In this revealing reflection, for want of suitability, I will use “local breed” and “Agric 
breed”. Local bred chicken fended for itself and hatched its eggs after some weeks of incubation. The Agric 
one only laid the eggs, and they were hatched by a machine-incubator. 
 
One thing I noticed was that when my local breed, the hen, had little chicks (children), it became fierce and 
resilient. When it did not have little chicks, it was submissive and ran from everything. In fact, I had to run 
from my own chicken one day as she charged at me thinking that I was coming to take its little chicks. Also, 
the time that it was growing up, I had seen it fly onto a small shrub; I never knew that chickens could fly much 
higher in the air until it had the little chicks. A hawk, predator-bird, had snatched one of its little chicks, and it 
chased the hawk up in the air, trying to rescue the little chick. However, the hawk soared higher and faster. My 
chicken dropped down to the ground and cackled for close to an hour. It was not the same for the Agric bred. 
After its eggs were hatched by an incubator and the little chicks were put around it, it did not care much about 
them. It fed only itself and would even attack the little tender chicks that came from its own loins. 
 
I never thought much about the difference until lately. Why was the local bred protective of the little chicks 
from its loins unlike the foreign bred? Some may call it instinct. But both of them have instinct as well. I think 
that something is deeper; I want to say something very personal. The process that the local bred went through 
to hatch its eggs was demanding and challenging. After laying the eggs, I did not see it cruising, feeding, 
sleeping, funning, etc., with other chickens. By then we practiced a free-range animal farming; all the chickens 
in the neighborhood went around together. The chickens woke up in the morning and left the house and only 
returned to roost at eventide. Thus, for weeks, the mother-hen did not feed as much; it did not recreate as 
much; it was lonely because it needed to hover over the eggs as to provide the necessary warmth that helped in 
the formation and growth of the little chicks in the eggshells. When the incubation period was over, it came 
out with its little children (chicks). 
 
Dear Friend, this is the point, the process that the Lord allows us to go through may be challenging; I mean, 
what you are going through now may seem to be demanding: you have not much time for all the fun-fare, it is 
like you are lonely; even, it could be that you are deprived of some of the nourishment as you cannot afford the 
leisure of entertainment in the food chambers; etc. Know that all these have a purpose for the child 
(invention/work) you are about to give birth to. Now, I can see why the local bred hen was so strong and agile. 
The days of her incubation, fasting, little sleep and leisure, were intended by divine design to prepare her and to 
grow her muscles as to take care of the little children that she was bringing forth into this world, where we 
have predators. Oftentimes, the things that we have received easily, we handled them with no care and thus, 
they were ruined (Just like the Agric bred chicken that cared not about the little chicks from her own loins). 
God does not make mistakes. Whatever He allows is for our own good; let us seek His Will in what we are 
going through and thank Him (I Thes.5:18). Not only that we will give birth, but through our challenges, we 
are enabled to soar and fly higher as to get to the next step of our development. Even when it seems that one’s 
spiritual growth or oppression is lasting longer, when the Lord liberates and enables you, your devotedness 
could be one of a type.  Let us be thankful to our mothers too, at least, for their nine month’s strains. Let us 
also see why God does not want surrogate motherhood, which threatens genuine motherly tenderness. 
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